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Homes and apartments just north of Circle C Ranch in Southwest Austin have
seen the greatest percentage increase in rent in the entire Austin area since 2010,
according to data from the U.S. Census Bureau.
Median gross rents in that Census tract grew $843 — from $761 to $1,604 —
between 2010 and 2012, an increase of 110 percent. It shared many
characteristics of other rental tracts where median rent growth outpaced the
region; smaller proportion of rental units in the housing stock; a smaller-than
average number of rental units, and rental vacancy.
Following up on our Friday effort to map Austin's most expensive and cheapest
neighborhoods for renters, we've compiled a map, embedded below, taking a
different look at the rental market: the Census tracts where rent is growing the
fastest.
Mobile users can see a standalone version of the map here.
This map takes data from the 2010, 2011 and 2012 American Community
Survey's five-year estimates, the most granular socio-economic data the Census
bureau releases between its decennial survey results. It maps the tracts where
rent increases between 2010 and 2012 were the greatest, colored from blue on
the low end to red on the high end. Click on the tracts to learn more about each
one, including median number of rooms (not just bedrooms) per housing unit,
and detailed information about a tract's rents over time.
Where rent grew the fastest
Areas that saw the highest percent increases in median rents had room to grow to
begin with. In 2010, the average median gross rent per Census tract was $985
.The 25 percent of Census tracts where rent grew the fastest saw average median
rents of $914 in 2010, almost 7.3 percent lower than the regional average. Their
average median gross rents proceeded to jump more than 22 percent by 2012, an
average increase of $199 and almost 2.5 times the 6.2 percent regional average
median rental growth rate.
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